
Name:  ____________________________                            Spelling List D-18

Fix the Misspelled Words

 Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
 If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
 If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Sometimes Serenity likes to missmatch her socks just for fun.   1.  ____________________

2.  It might take a while to untangal this ball of yarn.   2.  ____________________

3. Instead of eating unhealthy snack food, Amy-Lynn tries to         3.  ____________________
eat more fruits, vegetables, and yogurt at snack time.         
   

4.  I am unabel to get cell phone reception here in the woods.      4.  ____________________

5.  Omar unrapped his birthday gift.                                                    5.  ____________________

6. Morgan needs to take time to review for her spelling test.         6.  ____________________

7.  The exact number of insect species that exist on our planet       7.  ____________________
is unnown by scientists.                  

8.  Zach tends to become inpatient when he is waiting in a             8.  ____________________
long line.     

9. Elena was excited because she only got one answer                  9.  ____________________
incorect on her science test.       

10. I need to recharge the battery on my laptop.                              10.  ___________________

11. It will be impossable for us to attend both parties this                   11.  ___________________
weekend.  We'll have to choose one to go to. 

12. The weights on either side of the scale were unequal.          12.  ___________________
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13.  Mrs. Buhari remooved her sandals before she went inside           13.  ___________________
the house.     

14.  Be careful stepping on the rocks when you cross the stream.     14.  ___________________
Some of them are unstabel.                           

15.  The bracelet at the jewelry store was unlike any Lizzie had         15.  ___________________
ever seen.                

16.  “Let's take a five-minute break, then we'll regroup,” the boss     16.  ___________________
told his team of employees.                     

17.  Wei decided to rearange the furniture in his bedroom.       17.  ___________________

18. Sometimes I get frustrated when I missplace my car keys.          18.  ___________________
     

19.  “I thought the restaurant was open on Mondays, but I must       19.  ___________________
be mistakin,” Carmen said.         

20.  Our cat will slink away to one of her hiding places, then             20.  ___________________
reappeer later.                          
  

Basic Words 

21.  Daniel wants to be a firefighter like his dad.         21.  ___________________

22.  Is everybody coming to Thanksgiving dinner this year?  22.  ___________________

23.  I bought windsheild wiper fluid at the store.   23.  ___________________
  

Challenge Words

24.  Many people who have not met Grazyna before                        24.  ___________________
mispronouce her name.  
        

25.  The magician's trick seemed entirely unbelivable.                        25.  ___________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

 Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
 If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
 If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Sometimes Serenity likes to missmatch her socks just for fun.   1.  mismatch

2.  It might take a while to untangal this ball of yarn.   2.  untangle

3. Instead of eating unhealthy snack food, Amy-Lynn tries to         3.  CORRECT
eat more fruits, vegetables, and yogurt at snack time.         
   

4.  I am unabel to get cell phone reception here in the woods.      4.  unable

5.  Omar unrapped his birthday gift.                                                    5.  unwrapped

6. Morgan needs to take time to review for her spelling test.         6.  CORRECT

7.  The exact number of insect species that exist on our planet       7.  unknown 
is unnown by scientists.                  

8.  Zach tends to become inpatient when he is waiting in a             8.  impatient
long line.     

9. Elena was excited because she only got one answer                  9.  incorrect 
incorect on her science test.       

10. I need to recharge the battery on my laptop.                              10.  CORRECT 

11. It will be impossable for us to attend both parties this                   11.  impossible 
weekend.  We'll have to choose one to go to. 

12. The weights on either side of the scale were unequal.          12.  CORRECT 
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ANSWER KEY
13.  Mrs. Buhari remooved her sandals before she went inside           13.  removed

the house.     

14.  Be careful stepping on the rocks when you cross the stream.     14.  unstable
Some of them are unstabel.                           

15.  The bracelet at the jewelry store was unlike any Lizzie had         15.  CORRECT 
ever seen.                

16.  “Let's take a five-minute break, then we'll regroup,” the boss     16.  CORRECT 
told his team of employees.                     

17.  Wei decided to rearange the furniture in his bedroom.       17.  rearrange

18. Sometimes I get frustrated when I missplace my car keys.          18.  misplace
     

19.  “I thought the restaurant was open on Mondays, but I must       19.  mistaken
be mistakin,” Carmen said.         

20.  Our cat will slink away to one of her hiding places, then             20.  reappear 
reappeer later.                           

Basic Words 

21.  Daniel wants to be a firefighter like his dad.         21.  CORRECT 

22.  Is everybody coming to Thanksgiving dinner this year?  22.  CORRECT 

23.  I bought windsheild wiper fluid at the store.   23.  windshield
  

Challenge Words

24.  Many people who have not met Grazyna before                        24.  mispronounce
mispronouce her name.  
        

25.  The magician's trick seemed entirely unbelivable.                        25.  unbelievable
                LD
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